Learning-based partial differential equations (PDEs), which combine fundamental differential invariants into a nonlinear regressor, have been successfully applied to several computer vision and image processing problems. However, the gradient descent method (GDM) for solving the linear combination coefficients among differential invariants is time-consuming. Moreover, when the regularization or constraints on the coefficients become more complex, it is troublesome or even impossible to deduce the gradients. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm, called fast alternating time-splitting approach (FATSA), to solve the linear combination coefficients. By minimizing the difference between the expected output and the actual output of PDEs at each time step, FATSA can solve the linear combination coefficients much faster than GDM. More complex regularization or constraints can also be easily incorporated. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed FATSA outperform GDM in both speed and quality.
Introduction
Partial differential equations (PDEs) have been successfully used to solve many practical problems in computer vision and image processing [1] [2] [3] , such as denoising [4, 5] , enhancement [6, 7] , inpainting [8] , segmentation [9, 10] , and optical flow computation [11, 12] . However, it is usually difficult to design a PDE system for a particular task which requires high mathematical skills and good insight into the problem. According to [13] , the existing methods of designing PDEs can be mainly classified into two groups. The methods of the first group write down PDEs directly, which requires good mathematical understandings on the properties of the PDEs. The methods of second group first define an energy functional [14] , which pursues the expected properties of the output image or video, and then derive evolution equations by computing the Euler-Lagrange variation of the energy functional. For example, the ROF model [15] and TV-L 1 [16] for image denoising are designed directly, while the Nambu model [17] and the PL model [18] for color image processing are designed in the variational way.
To reduce the difficulty in designing PDEs for complex vision problems, Liu and Lin et al. [13] proposed a framework that learns PDEs from training image pairs recently. They first considered learning PDEs for grayscale image restoration [19] , which involve an anisotropic diffusion term. Then they generalized the idea significantly by linearly combining fundamental differential invariants that are invariant to translation and rotation. These differential invariants serve as "bases" of differential operators [13, 20] . They utilized the gradient descent method (GDM) to solve the linear combination coefficients. The learnt PDEs have been successfully applied to various problems, such as image denoising, debluring, object detection, color to gray and demosaicking [13, 21, 22] .
However, GDM has several drawbacks. First, the convergence speed of GDM is very slow due to the fact that objective functional is flat. Experiments show that the magnitude of gradient is usually at the order of 10 À 3 (Fig. 4) , even at the beginning iterations. Therefore, the solution of GDM does not improve the initial value very much. Second, it needs to solve the adjoint PDEs to obtain the gradient, which is difficult to deduce and also time-consuming. Third, when the regularization or constraints on the linear combination coefficients become more complex, e.g., we use L 1 norm as the regularizer or add boundedness constraints, the deduction of gradient becomes very involved or even non-existent because of the non-differentiablity of the objective functional. Last, the quality of learnt PDEs is not very good. For example, the magnitudes of coefficients are unbalanced. We can see from Fig. 4 (a) that most of a i (t)'s are close to zeros while some jump to more than 20. This can cause numerical instability as the differential invariants Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom involve multiplications of second order derivatives. As a result, blowup might occur when we apply the learnt PDEs to test images. Moreover, we can also see from Fig. 4 (c) that b i (t)'s are very close to zeros, which means that the indicator function is actually ineffective.
To overcome the above short-comings of GDM, we propose a new method, called fast alternating time-splitting approach (FATSA), to solve the linear combination coefficients. We first discretize the PDEs in time. Then we minimize the difference between the expected output (ground truth) and the actual output of the PDEs at each time step n, which is a nonlinear regression problem and can be solved by alternately minimizing a i ðnΔtÞ's and b j ððn À1ÞΔtÞ's. In such a greedy manner, the linear combination coefficients can be updated sequentially in time. Based on FATSA, it is convenient to add constrains and regularization on the coefficients, even when these constrains and regularization are nondifferentiable. Moreover, we do not need to deduce and compute the adjoint PDEs any longer. Besides, compared with GDM, FATSA can greatly reduce the training time and the training error. For grayscale images, the speed of training is accelerated by ten times. For color images, the training time is cut by half. In summary, the contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
We propose a new fast alternating time-splitting approach (FATSA) to solve the PDE constrained optimal control problem, which not only speeds up the learning process, but also improves the results.
Compared with GDM, FATSA is much simpler. It computes the linear combination coefficients in temporal order. It avoids to compute the adjoint PDEs for evaluating the Gâteaux derivatives [23] of the objective functional.
FATSA is much more flexible than GDM. When we add more general regularizations (e.g., non-smooth regularization) and extra constraints on the linear combination coefficients, it can also improve the results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First of all, we review the learning-based PDEs methods briefly in Section 2. Then we present the main idea of FATSA and the details of alternating minimization in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the complexity of FATSA and make a detailed comparison with GDM [13] . We also extend FATSA to solve learning-based PDEs for vector-valued image processing problems. Then in Section 5, we compare the performance of FATSA and GDM on some computer vision and image processing problems. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss the future work in Section 6.
Learning-based PDEs
In this section, we briefly review the framework of learningbased PDEs for computer vision and image processing problems. More details can be found in [13, 21, 22] .
Mathematical formulation
The current learning-based PDEs are grounded on the translational and rotational invariance of computer vision and image processing problems. Namely, when the input image is translated or rotated, the output image should be translated or rotated accordingly. Then it can be proven that the governing equations are functions of fundamental differential invariants, which form "bases" of all differential invariants that are invariant with respect to translation and rotation. We assume that the evolution of the image u is guided by an indicator function v, which collects large scale information. As shown in Table 1 , there are 17 fundamental differential invariants finv i ðu; vÞ, i ¼ 0; …; 16g up to the second order.
For brevity, we denote invðu; vÞ ¼ ½inv 0 ðu; vÞ; inv 1 ðu; vÞ; …; inv 16 ðu; vÞ T , where ðÁÞ T denoted the transpose of matrix (or vector).
The simplest function of fundamental differential invariants is a linear combination of them. Therefore, learning the PDEs can be transformed into learning the linear combination coefficients among the fundamental differential invariants, which are functions of time t only and independent of spatial variables [13, 21, 22] . To this end, one may prepare a number of input/output training image pairs. By minimizing the difference between the output of PDEs and the ground truth. We set the initial function as the input image. This results in a PDEs constrained optimal control problem: min a;b
EðaðtÞ; bðtÞÞ ¼ 1 2 
Gradient descend method
Liu and Lin et al. [13, 21, 22] proposed a gradient descend method (GDM) to solve the optimal coefficients a i (t) and b i (t), where the "gradient" is actually the Gâteaux derivatives [23] of the objective functional E with respect to the coefficient functions. The Gâteaux derivatives of E with respect to a i (t) and b i (t) are as follows:
where φ and ψ are the solutions to the adjoint equations. Since the adjoint equations are very complex, we omit the details here. Based on the Gâteaux derivatives, the local optimal solutions of aðtÞ and bðtÞ can be computed via linear searching along descent directions (e.g., conjugate gradient).
FATSA: fast alternating time-splitting approach
The Gâteaux derivatives shown above are only available for smooth regularizations, such as squared L 2 norms in (1), on the coefficients. However, when the regularizations are non-smooth or extra constraints are added to the coefficients, it is nearly impossible to deduce the Gâteaux derivatives. Besides, it is timeconsuming to solve the adjoint equations. Moreover, as the objective functional is quite flat, the magnitudes of all the Gâteaux derivatives are very small. As a result, the speed of GDM is very slow and the obtained coefficients are not very far from their initial values. Consequently, the performance of learnt PDEs is not always satisfactory.
To tackle the above drawbacks of GDM, in this paper we propose a greedy strategy that minimizes the difference between the expected outputs (ground truth) and the actual outputs of the PDEs at every time step, rather than minimizing the difference between the expected outputs and the actual outputs of the PDEs at T only. In view of the highly non-convex nature of the PDE constrained optimal control problem, it is very easy for GDM to be stuck at local minima during solving the optimal coefficients. Compared with GDM, our new greedy strategy is more effective, which can be demonstrated by experiments.
In the proposed approach, we first discretize the temporal variable t with a step size Δt and denote it as
At each time step t n þ 1 , we minimize
where u m ðx; y; t n þ 1 Þ is the solution of PDEs (2) at time t n þ 1 . The motivation of minimizing (4) is to attract u m to the desired output O m as fast as possible, while GDM minimizes
which is the difference between the expected output and the final outputs of the PDEs (t¼ T).
In the sequel, we simply use u m n to denote u m ðx; y; t n Þ. Other notations, such as v m n , a n , b n and L n , are denoted in the same way.
We use the following forward scheme to approximate the governing equations in (2),
By combining (4) and (6), we can obtain that
Note that when n Z 1, L n þ 1 is dependent on a n and b n À 1 , where the dependence on b n À 1 is due to v m n in inv T ðu n m ; v n m Þ, which can be computed by the second equation of (6) . When n¼ 0, L 1 is only dependent on a 0 as v m 0 is known. So we can initialize a 0 by minimizing L 1 . Then a n and b n À 1 ðn Z 1Þ can be computed sequentially by minimizing L n þ 1 ðn Z 1Þ.
In order to show the flexibility of our new optimization method as well as ensure the computation stability, we further add boundedness constraints on a n and b n . Then the problem of computing a 0 is transformed into
ð8Þ and the problem of solving a n and b n À 1 ðn Z 1Þ is transformed into min a n ;b n À 1
Problem (8) is simply a quadratic optimization problem with a boundedness constraint. As for problem (9) , we can use the block coordinate descent method to update a n and b n À 1 alternately.
Hence we call our new optimization method as fast alternating time-splitting approach (FATSA), which is summarized in Algorithm 1. We will present the details in the following subsections.
Algorithm 1. FATSA for training PDEs.
Step 0 Compute a 0 by solving problem (8) .
while not converged do 1. Compute a n and b n À 1 by solving problem (9), 2. Compute u n þ 1 m and v n m by using (6), 3. Check the convergence conditions:
Alternating minimization
In this subsection, we focus on solving (9) by alternating minimization. As for (8) , it is easy to see that this problem is same as the one when we update a n with fixed b n À 1 in (9) (see (10) below). So we skip the details of solving (8) . By alternating minimization, (9) reduces to the following two subproblems. While b n À 1 is fixed, we can get v n
n À 1 and invðu n m ; v n m Þ. Then the problem for updating a n is transformed into min a n L n þ 1
When a n is fixed, problem (9) is simplified into the following problem:
We initialize b n À 1 as 0 and summarize the process of solving problem (9) in Algorithm 2. The flowchart to solve the whole problem is presented in Fig. 1 . In the following subsections, we present how to solve (10) and (11).
Algorithm 2. Alternating minimization for solving problem (9) .
Step 0 b
and update a n k by solving subproblem (10), 2. Fix a n ¼ a n k and update b n À 1 k þ 1 by solving subproblem (11), 3. Check the convergence conditions:
4. k'k þ1. end while 3.1.1. Solving subproblem (10) In this subsection, we present the details of solving subproblem (10) . From (10),
Note that a n is independent of (x,y). Denote
Then subproblem (10) can be rewritten as follows: min a n 1 2 ða n Þ T Á G 1 Á a n Àg T 1 Á a n ; s:t: J a n J 1 r η 1 :
It is a quadratic optimization problem with boundedness constraint, which can be conveniently solved by traditional optimization methods, e.g., the trust region reflective method [24] .
Solving subproblem (11)
Subproblem (11) is not a least squares problem and does not have close-form solution. We adopt the Gauss-Newton method [25] to solve it iteratively. In each iteration, we linearize the term in R Ω ðÁÞ 2 dΩ of (11) locally and relax (11) to a least squares problem.
Suppose that b n À 1 k has been obtained at the last iteration and denote
n À 1 Þ Á a n . Then the linear approximation of h at b n À 1 k is hðb n À 1 Þ ¼ hðb
where Dh Db n À 1 k is the Gâteaux derivatives of h with respect to b n À 1 . It can be computed as follows:
and P ¼ fð0; 0Þ; ð0; 1Þ; ð1; 0Þ; ð2; 0Þ; ð1; 1Þ; ð0; 2Þg is the index set for partial differentiation.
Then we obtain a relaxed problem Note that b n À 1 is independent of (x,y). Denote
Then problem (17) can be rewritten as follows:
It is also a quadratic optimization problem with boundedness constraint, which can be conveniently solved by the trust region reflective method [24] . The iteration terminates when the difference between b n À 1 k and b n À 1 k À 1 is sufficiently small.
Discussions
In this section, we first discuss the complexity of the proposed approach and then make a comparison between FATSA and GDM [13] . Finally, we extend FATSA to handle vector-valued processing problems.
Computational complexity
In this subsection, we discuss the computational complexity of the proposed FATSA. As we set the maximum time T ¼ NΔt, we can compute an asymptotic worst-case bound for the time complexity. We denote n inv as the number of invariants (for gray image n inv ¼ 17, for color image n inv ¼ 69) and j Ωj as the number of pixels in Ω. Problems (13) and (19) 
Comparison between FATSA and GDM
In this subsection, we make a comparison between FATSA and GDM [13] . For the training speed, we compare the training time and errors between FATSA and GDM in Section 5.5. It can be seen from Table 4 that the training time is greatly reduced by FATSA, and the training errors of FATSA are obviously lower than those of GDM in all datasets. In this case, FATSA is much faster and more effective than GDM. For the simplicity, we have shown that FATSA minimizes (4) at each time step, while GDM minimizes (5) at t ¼T only. This makes the learning of PDEs much simpler as it is unnecessary to compute the adjoint PDEs for evaluating the Gâteaux derivatives [23] of the objective functional. For the flexibility, when minimizing (4) at each time step, it can fit for more general regulations (e.g., non-smooth regularization) and extra constraints on the linear combination coefficients. Moreover, we can still run FATSA when t reaches T until the objective function value of (4) does not decrease sufficiently. For GDM, it is impossible to do so because the dimension of coefficients after temporal discretization is fixed. Although there are more time steps, FATSA is still much faster than GDM (see Table 4 ).
Handling vector-valued images
In practice, images in many vision tasks are often vector-valued, such as RGB color images, multi-spectral satellite images and multimodal medical images. FATSA can also work for learning PDEs for vector-valued images. In this case, the optimization problem at time t n is min a n ;b n À 1 
If C ¼3, there are 69 fundamental differential invariants up to the second order. For more details, refer to [13, 21, 22] . Obviously, fa c j c ¼ 1; …; Cg are not coupled with each other. So we can still use alternating minimization to solve (20) .
Numerical experiments
In this section, we first give more details on implementation. Then we conduct extensive experiments on various datasets to test the performance of the proposed FATSA. Note that this paper targets on solving the PDE constrained optimal control problem better. So we mainly focus on comparing FATSA with GDM, rather than comparing the learnt PDEs with state-of-the-art methods for each vision task, which has been shown in [13, 21, 22] .
Implementation
To compute the spatial derivatives and integrations, we need to do spatial discretization. We use central difference to approximate the derivatives:
The discrete forms of ∂f ∂y , ∂ 2 f ∂y and ∂ 2 f ∂x∂y can be defined similarly. In addition, we discretize the integrations as Z Ω f ðx; yÞ dΩ ¼ 1
where j Ωj is the number of pixels in Ω.
In the first two experiments, the numbers M of training image pairs are both 60. For GDM, λ 1 ¼ λ 2 ¼ 10 À 7 , T¼ 1 and Δt ¼ 0:05. For FATSA, η 1 ¼ η 2 ¼ 10 and Δt ¼ 0:05, but T is not limited to 1.
Rather, we run FATSA until the difference between successive objective function value is below 10 À 6 or the number of iteration reached 100 (see Algorithm 1).
Image deblurring
We first compare the characteristics of FATSA and GDM [13] with a fundamental vision problem: image deblurring. For this task, we take the Berkeley image database [26] and generate the input images by blurring images using a 5 Â 5 Gaussian kernel with σ¼1. The original images are used as the expected output images.
The coefficients learnt by GDM and FATSA for image debluring are shown in Fig. 2 . We can observe that the coefficients a i 's learnt by GDM ( Fig. 2(a) ) have a large variance in magnitude and some a i 's increase abruptly to 20 at the last time step. This may cause numerical instability, which we indeed have encountered. In comparison, the coefficients a i 's learnt by FATSA ( Fig. 4(b) ) are much more balanced, which makes the learnt PDEs more numerically stable. The coefficients b i 's learnt by GDM ( Fig. 4(c) ) are very small (at a magnitude of 10 À 2 ), which implies that the evolution of indicator function is not effective. In comparison, the magnitudes of coefficients b i 's learnt by FATSA ( Fig. 4(d) ) are much larger, which shows that the indicator function evolves effectively over time.
As for the performance of deblurring, the mean PSNR of FATSA over 200 test images is 32.60 dB, while that of GDM is 31.98 dB. Some deblurring results are shown in Fig. 3 . We can see that FATSA restores more edges and textures. It is clear that the images processed by FATSA are sharper than those processed by GDM.
Natural image denoising
We then apply FATSA to learn PDEs for another fundamental vision problem: image denoising. For this task, we use the images tested in [13] with unknown natural noises. There are 240 images, each with a size of 150 Â 150 pixels, of 11 objects taken by a Canon 30D digital camera, whose ISO is 1600. For each object, 30 images are taken without changing the camera settings (by fixing the focus, aperture and exposure time) and without moving the camera position. The average image of them can be regraded as the ground truth noiseless image, which serve as output training images.
We first compare the coefficients learnt by FATSA and those by GDM [13] . From Fig. 4 , we can observe the similar phenomenon as in image deblurring. Most of the coefficients a i 's learnt by GDM ( Fig. 4(a) ) are zeros and some jump to more than 20, which may result in numerical instability. The coefficients a i 's learnt by FATSA ( Fig. 4(b) ) are much smoother. Their magnitudes are also much more balanced. Moreover, the coefficients b i 's learnt by GDM ( Fig. 4(c) ) are very small (at the scale of 10 À 4 ), which implies that the indicator function actually does not change much over time. In comparison, the magnitudes of coefficients b i 's learnt by FATSA ( Fig. 4(d) ) are much larger.
Next, we compare the denoising results on the test images between GDM [13] and FATSA. Some results are given in Fig. 5 . We can see that both GDM and FATSA can remove noise effectively, but FATSA gives the sharper results. Moreover, the PSNRs of FATSA are higher than those of GDM.
Color image demosaicking
In this subsection, we consider a color image processing problem: image demosaicking. Demosaicking is to infer the two missing color components for every pixel from a raw image, which only captures one color component at every pixel due to the filtering of color filter arrays (CFAs) [27, 28] . The most commonly used CFA is the Bayer CFA. For demosaicking, we test our method on both clean and noisy images. For the clean images demosaicking, we choose the Kodak image database [29] . For the noisy images demosaicking, we choose the publicly available noisy dataset [30] .
Demosaicking on the clean images
First, we take the Kodak image database [29] for clean images demosaicking. Images 1 $ 12 are used for training and images 13 $ 24 are used for testing. As for saving time and memory cost of training, we divide each 512 Â 768 image into 12 non-overlapping 150 Â 150 patches and choose the first 60 patches with the richest texture, which is measured by their variances. After that we downsample the patches into Bayer CFA raw image. Then we bilinearly interpolate the CFA raw data (i.e., for each channel the missing values are bilinearly interpolated from their nearest four available values) into full-color images and use them as the input images of the training pairs. Note that bilinear interpolation (BI) is the naivest way of inferring the missing colors and many artifacts can occur. We use the original full color clean images as the output images of the training pairs. We compare the results of FATSA with those of GDM [13] on the test images. Fig. 6 shows some demosaciking results. We can see that FATSA is better than GDM in all PSNR value, noise reduction, and color fidelity. GDM [13] gives blurry results with many color artifacts, while FATSA is capable of eliminating most of the noises. Table 2 shows the comparison on the mean PSNRs of 12 test images. It can be seen that the mean PSNRs of FATSA are much higher than those of GDM.
Demosaicking on the noisy images
Next, we want to show that FATSA can also work very well for noisy images demosaicking. For better comparison, we choose the publicly available Image Denoising Benchmark dataset [30] , which is generated from the Berkeley Segmentation Database and images are degraded by additive, uncorrelated Gaussian noise with standard deviations (std) of 5, 10, 15, 25 and 35. We divide each 320 Â 480 image into 6 non-overlapping 150 Â 150 patches and select the first 60 patches with the richest texture, which is measured by their variances. Then we downsample the patches into Bayer CFA raw data and use bilinearly interpolated results as the input images of the training pairs. Some results are given in Fig. 7 . It shows the demosaicking results under different noise levels. We can see that the proposed FATSA can be used to fully recover Bayer CFA images with low noise levels and it preserves more texture information than GDM [13] . It is clear that the proposed FATSA gives sharper images and less color artifacts in high noise levels. Also, we compute the mean PSNRs on this dataset and show them in Table 3 . We can see that the proposed FATSA performs better than GDM [13] in all noise levels.
Comparison of training error and time with GDM
Finally, we compare the training error and training time between GDM [13] and FATSA. The training error is measured by The training error and time of GDM and FATSA are shown in Table 4 . Obviously, the training time is greatly reduced by FATSA. For grayscale images, the training speed is accelerated by ten times. For color images, the training time is cut by more than half. Moreover, the training errors of FATSA are lower than those of GDM. So we can conclude that FATSA is much more effective than GDM on learning PDEs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new fast alternating time-splitting approach (FATSA) to efficiently learn PDEs for different visual tasks. We aim at minimizing the difference between the expected Fig. 4 . The coefficients a i 's ((a), (b)) and b i 's ((c), (d)), i ¼ 0; …; 16, learnt by GDM [13] and FATSA in image denoising. output and the actual output of PDEs at every time step, rather than at the final step only as GDM does. FATSA is much faster than GDM and also much simpler as it does not require deducing and solving the adjoint equations. Moreover, it is more flexible than GDM in incorporating more complex regularizations or constraints on the linear combination coefficients. Experiments on typical image processing problems show that FATSA outperforms GDM.
In the future, we plan to improve and enrich our work in the following aspects. First, we want to carry out theoretical analysis on the convergence behavior of FATSA and the properties of learnt PDEs. Second, we would like to combine other regularizations and constraints to improve the performance of learnt PDEs. Finally, beyond learning-based PDEs, we will apply FATSA to solve other PDE constrained optimal control problems in computer vision [20] , such as optical flow estimation [12, 31] , tracking [32, 33] and image sequence interpolation models [34, 35] . Table 4 Comparison of training error and time of GDM and FATSA.
